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Severn Valley Microlight Club

February 2017

Before I introduce myself as the new Editor of the Club Newslet-

ter, I would like to thank Bill Austin for fulfilling the role for so

long and with such skill, I hope I can carry on his high standard.

Thanks Bill.

My name is Trevor Jackson, I am now retired from an engineer-

ing career in aviation, starting in the military and then civil avia-

tion. I started flying (gliding) in 1970 and progressed into hang

gliding and parachuting, ending up with Microlighting in 1982. I

built my first microlight from plans and ended up with a Mainair

trike mated to a Hiway Demon wing, powered by the first Rotax

upright engine in the UK (the EC34PM). This I flew for seven

years before upgrading my license to PPL Group A, flying around

the wilds of Scotland (where I was based) in the Cessna 150, 152

and Piper Warrior. I dabbled briefly with motor gliding (cos it

was incredibly cheap), flying the Fournier Falke. About this time I helped form a syndicate and we

bought a 1946 Luscombe Silvaire taildragger which I flew for about four years. After retiring from

the RAF and selling my share of the Luscombe in 1997, I hired a Cessna 152 out of Bristol Airport a

couple of times, but knew I could not continue for long with the cost of civilian hire rates, so I re-

turned to my first love – Microlighting. After revalidating my Group D (Microlights) in The Gambia,

I bought a Thruster TST and enjoyed flying that until I built my current aircraft, a Skyranger G-CC-

SX. We now have about 800 happy flying hours together. I look forward to meeting those club mem-

bers that I don’t already know. There is a saying that an organisation is only as good as the folks who

are in it, and in our case, the Severn Valley Microlight Club is one of the best that I have been in-

volved with. However, this can only work if you the members play an active part in it. I would there-

fore encourage you all to contribute in any way you can, both for our club and for the newsletter,

with articles, photos, ditties, whatever and I will do my best to reflect the enthusiasm of the members

in our Club Newsletter.

Mr Ed.                                                      Contact trevorjackson087@gmail.com    Tel. 01453511141

Airscrew

CLUB NIGHT

The next club night will be on Wednesday 15th February and will be held at the Flying Shack,

Gloucester Airport by kind invitation of Glen Webster. To mark this occasion we have arranged a

guest speaker who will be Keith Vinning, CEO of Pilot Aware. This promises to be a very interesting

evening so please make every effort to attend. The timings are 7:30 for and 8 o'clock start.

We are also hoping to have Robbie Keene at the March club night, giving a talk on his epic trip in

support of ‘The Flight of the Swans’, so please put this item in your diary. This story is also being

chronicled in our BMAA magazine Microlight Flying
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AGM Agenda 2017
1. Chairman’s Report (see printed version later in Newsletter)

2. Club Accounts prepared by the Treasurer (see printed version later in Newsletter)

3. Acceptance of Accounts

4. To approve membership fees for 2007

5. Election of Officers 6. Election of Committee

6. Presentation of Awards

7. Any Other Business

Chairman’s Report… Ed Wells
Well I find it hard to believe that 12 months has gone by since I took on the role after Rees stepped down

after three years. Swept along by shame I resolved to do what I could to head up the committee and hope-

fully steer the club forward. My own goals have been simply to survive the administration burden, pro-

duce a regular ‘Thoughts From The Chair’ article for the Airscrew and find ways to attract more

members - and ideally more young members.

The Survey. Was created online to gauge what the members thought about various aspects within the

club activities. The results were interesting and triggered the best attendance of the winter meetings dur-

ing April. The views put forward and debated have led to a number of things that we have changed and

after this report please feel free to put forward any views you may have on what changes worked well and

what not so well.

So what did we decide to do differently?

· Midland Air Ambulance became the SVMC 2016 club charity of choice – unless the host airfield
had a different view in which case no issue at all. Brian Finch then gave us a run through of the

flying season and the charity results. Very pleased to report that a total of £649.79 was collected dur-

ing the summer fly ins for the two main Air Ambulance charities serving our area. Eastbach Fly in on June 8th

generated £160 for the Midland Air Ambulance which has already been sent through as this is their normal chari-
ty. The remaining £489.79 cheque from the club will be sent through to the Great Western Air Ambulance as
soon as we formalize the acceptance of the accounts.

£649.79 is a great result and one which we will be continuing to monitor via the new ‘The Host With The Most

Award’.
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Changes also discussed as a result of the survey were:

Regular / minimum food charge when we run BBQs – This was clearly going to cause administra-
tion we couldn’t cope with so with the adoption of Picnic events and the club funds still able to

support the normal contribution to the reduced number of BBQs there have been no issue or over-

spend to address. No Action Required

Some summer events to become promotional events to try and gain new members and or diversify
interest. This unfortunately ended up in a debate regards public liability insurance. My view is that

as a club we could not afford public liability insurance unless the subs were increased. This may

lose members so the whole thing becomes self-defeating. The tragedy of the quotes I obtained is

that the liability cover has nothing to do with the number of events – quotes were around the £400

PA mark. No Action Required.

Summer club nights being Wednesday clashed with some members activities so Thursday was put
up as an option. In the event we agreed that if the weather on Wednesday was un-flyable we could

move to Thursday, however the reality is that we have tended to re-schedule to the next viable op-

portunity which doesn’t appear to have caused any problems. And the weather as ever stopped

some of the events even after re-planning. No Action Required.

Moving on to the Winter Meetings. Jon Ingram.

In the past we have attempted to arrange speakers for 8 winter meetings. To ease that burden we agreed to

stop the formal September and April Meetings - because let’s face it we could actually be flying. If we take

away the xmas party and the AGM and we are now looking at 4 talks to arrange. This is manageable pro-

viding members who have had something worthwhile to talk about step up and present. We know the win-

ter club meeting location makes it impractical for many members to travel and we have averaged around

23 people per night for these talks – not great for a club with over 80 members. Thanks to Myron and Ste-

ve for their talk on Round Britain. Jon, Phil and Ed for the French trip – and hopefully soon Robbie on the

wild swan chase from Russia! One more needed in February to complete this winter’s schedule – step right

up.

Changes in rules for Microlights – Ed

8. Self certification for flight testing  (A brief discussion on this)

9. Self certification for medicals (A brief discussion on this)

10. New radio rules soon to be mandatory, and new radio 20% cost refunds. (A brief discussion on

this)

Flight Safety. Ed

· A couple of incidents this year which included the chair coming to an abrupt halt upside down in
the Sky Ranger – it’s only those last few feet you need to be 100% on top of – things can go wrong

very quickly. Lesson learnt from the chair is that when converting from flex to 3-axis or visa versa

we all need to be aware of the hard wired reaction that may overtake conscious decision making in

the event of a less than perfect landing situation.

· Rob unfortunately also fell foul of reduced take off run while in France.
XMAS PARTY. Ed

Well Monica was always going to be a hard act to follow but we did manage to arrange and run a winter

XMAS BBQ! This could easily have gone wrong but the weather was kind and the membership support

came through with around 65/70 attending. Hopefully those that attended all enjoyed the entertainment –

Andy Virgo and the BBQ Fire from Hell, Pete Smith and the Crockers Ash Scratch Band, Bruce Drake and

the performing Santa’s and a special thanks to Rees and Kate for letting us have the Over Barn venue again

- complete with all the decorations and heating.

The Airscrew – Ed

Some of you will already be aware that after 17 years as editor of the Airscrew Bill really is stepping down

– more of this later.
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Treasurer’s Report… Dave Hineson
In general the club funds are relatively static. Any discrepancy is due to the 2017 subs being paid into the

account ad-hoc since the xmas part - and ‘the book’ not being quite up to date. The healthy balance (end of

year = £3639.28) will allow the club to fund special events differently should the need arise. Main contribu-

tory factors for the current healthy balance:

· Airscrew costs substantially reduced with more email and less postage and printing required.

· Free winter accommodation via the TA (A contribution of £50 for the TA RIFLES was agreed for
the use of their club.

· The introduction of Picnic BBQs for some of the summer fly ins coupled with some bad weather has
reduced the BBQ cost of the summer flying schedule

· The free venue and entertainment at the xmas party

Acceptance of Accounts
· Brian Finch proposed we accept the accounts

· Show of hands – no issues, accepted

Approval of membership fees for 2017
· This item didn’t require a vote – fees are held at £20 for another year

Committee posts and future Vacancies - Ed

· Ed Wells -  Chair – Still Standing, not opposed.

· Dave Hineson – Treasurer – Still Standing, not opposed (for one more year)

· Brian Finch - Summer Fly- in Coordinator – Still Standing, not opposed

· Jon Ingram - Winter Meetings Coordinator – Not Standing, no volunteers

· Andy Bill and Rees Keene - Fly-out Coordinators – Still Standing, not opposed. Jon will help.

· Bill Austin - Airscrew Editor– Not Standing, no volunteers

So as far as I am aware we have 2 posts to fill.

Winter Meeting Co-ordinator - Jon is stepping down and will hopefully be active in a different area (more

later). So as we have seen this really amounts to arranging and asking for four people to step up and provide

a talk. Be aware that this is a thankless task and the attendance really doesn’t warrant the expense of external

speakers. I would suggest this is more a club talk shop, sometimes social sometimes including a talk or a
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film. Provided club members continue to provide talks this shouldn’t be a major problem but it would be

useful if a club member stepped forward and formally becomes the coordination point. No one came for-

ward at the meeting.

Airscrew Editor –If you have read Airscrew over the previous 17 years you will understand that Bill is going

to be a hard act to follow. The rest of us on the committee have surges of activity – the Airscrew Editor has

a continual commitment to compile and distribute the magazine which is an integral part of the club and the

clubs history. It is with great regret that we say goodbye to Bill. No one came forward at the meeting.

Photo filler
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Presentation of awards
Spitfire Award

Robbie Keene for his support of Sacha Dent ‘Flight Of The Swans’. Flying her paramotor she
and the team  tracked the Bewick Swan’s migration over 11 countries and 7000km from the

North of Russia all the way to Slimbridge. Robbie will be presenting the talk for this hopefully

at the last SVMC winter meeting on 15th March.

Chairman’s Award

· Bill Austin has been a key member of the club for over 30 years and I remember back in 93 sitting
with a number of other club members in Bill’s house training for ground school exams and latterly

the Radio Operators license. Bill moved on from Training and for the last 17 years has edited and

produced the Club Magazine – The Airscrew.  For his incredible support for the club over many

years the Chairman’s Award and honorary life member of the club go to Bill Austin.
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Host With The Most award

· This new award is based on a very simple calculation – total charity contributions per fly in. Thanks go to Bruce
Drake for the wood turning, Phil for the Plate and I won’t tell you where the rest came from! This year the award

goes to Monica Hamer for the Over Farm Feast on July 13th, narrowly beating Eastbach. Monica and John were
away in Africa so the award will be presented at the first opportunity.
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Any Other Business
Flying further afield . Jon Ingram

Having enjoyed the trip this summer across France down to Salon Eyguières near Marseilles for ‘The

2016 FRANGLAIS FRIENDLY’. John was gauging interest from club members in doing a tour this sum-

mer across France with nothing other than the flying and site seeing in mind. No huge legs to endure,

just sensible flying taking in worthwhile destinations, such as the Loir Valley. Those club members

present thought this was a good idea.  John will put together a possible rout and dates shortly (Mid to

late June possible) for circulation.

The SVMC Web Site. - Ed Wells

Ed gave a brief overview of the cost and potential benefits of a club website/presence. We discussed the

overlap between facebook and a formal web site but given that one is geared around social media and

the other more around static content there appeared to be no real issue. Ed will take this forward as time

allows in the hope that the site can become a worthwhile archive for all the activities the club and its

members have been involved in over the years.

This is your club we need your help and suggestions to make it better…

Corporate Membership – Affiliations - Ed Wells

Proposal that we have a corporate membership approach to affiliated organisations where we actively

have mutual interests and can see benefit on both sides - £50 per organisation? The only likely Organisa-

tion we see at the moment is The Flying Shack at Staverton. Glenn has already agreed to host one of the

summer fly ins at Staverton and is also willing to host next winters meetings for the club if we want to

move from the TA Centre. With that in mind some members concluded that we should give this corpo-

rate membership away – however Glenn is apparently happy to support the club by paying £50 to cover

off the corporate membership. To be concluded…

Summing up. Ed

We have run on a while longer than intended – thank you for coming and goodnight.

Footnote - There were only 15 attendees present and this included the committee members – not a

great showing, and the worst for any winter meeting. Is it the venue, is it the AGM or general win-

ter doldrums? Let us know.
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March and the final Winter Meeting – 15th

Robbie will be talking us through the ‘Flight of the Swans’ supporting Sasha Dent, which covered the Be-

wick swans migration over 11 countries and 7000km from the North of Russia all the way to Slimbridge.

Judging by some of the pictures shown at the xmas party this is one not to miss.

      Radio Licencing Update – 30/01/2017

Dear Ed

Please see information and links below, which I hope will help you and your member’s with the claim, the

form should be on the website in the next week or so.

Thank you for your enquiry regarding 8.33 kHz radio equipage funding that the CAA achieved from the Con-

necting Europe Facility (CEF) to assist the GA fleet in the UK. This funding is to be used to assist pilots and

owners to transition over before 31st December 2017.

The eligibility criteria and mechanism for the 8.33 kHz reimbursal has now been published as a Civil Aviation

Publication (CAP) 1501. For your convenience the link to CAP 1501 can be found

herehttp://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=7715. This document de-

fines the eligibility criteria that will be applied by the CAA to claims for EU funding of 8.33 kHz radio equip-

ment. This isnot the claim form.

The claim form is expected to be published in the next week or so. It should be noted claims dating from

16thFebruary 2016 through to 31st December 2017 will be accepted.

Further details will be published by the CAA on their website and in press

releases:http://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/8-33-kHz-radios/

Kind regards

 Keron Arthur Sharpe
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Safety Spot.

FLYING TO DISTRACTION

I nearly flew into a new strip a couple of weeks ago. I mean I landed at a new strip but I also nearly flew into

it! Here’s how: following a lovely Christmas spent at my Wifes’ family home, we packed the car the day after

Boxing Day and drove home. It wasn’t till a couple of days later that it became apparent that I had left behind

all the pressies I had been given. Not a huge problem but some were of the expensive food variety and I really

wanted the opportunity of actually eating them rather than finding them mouldy when we next visited Granny.

I knew of a Microlight strip a few miles from ‘Grannies place’ and had even tried to fly in earlier in the year

but had been outmanoeuvred by the weather.  So here was an excellent opportunity to fly over to the strip,

which incidentally is within a Military Air Traffic Zone and rescue my Christmas pressies. I phoned my broth-

er in law and persuaded him to retrieve the pressies and bring them over to the airfield. He was delighted and

agreed to meet me the following day at 10 AM. The weather was going to be great, with a nice big high pres-

sure system sitting over the UK, the airfield owner was happy to accept me and a phone call to the RAF base

nearby were happy for me to penetrate their MATZ, provided I contacted them  by radio when five miles from

the boundary. Perfect.

This would also give me an opportunity to use my recently acquired tablet and Skydemon subscription to

make the navigation that much easier. With the flight planning complete the previous evening and weather re-

checked during breakfast on the day, I was ready to go. It was definitely going to be a ‘Thermal suit day’ as

my Skyranger is not blessed with a cockpit heater (yet). Start up and departure was normal and soon I was at

my transit height of 2250 feet ( I never fly at heights that other people probably would !). With chart on my lap

and my tablet/Skydemon providing all the data I needed, I was enjoying the unlimited views of our beautiful

country on a crisp winters’ day and was soon approaching the MATZ boundary. I made the contact call and a

very efficient sounding voice immediately responded with an enquiry into my flight details. These duly passed

I was allowed to continue to my destination, which after not many minutes I was within visual contact with,

just as it looked like on Google Earth ! I did another call to the MATZ controller and was given clearance to

QSY to the visiting airfield frequency. There was no answer to my initial call so I just used ‘Traffic’ blind

calls and joined downwind. Levelling out from my final turn I spotted a slight movement on the runway,

which as I got closer turned into two fully grown Geese casually waddling across the centre line. Preparing for

a go around and now within a hundred metres of touchdown, the Geese took flight to the right of my line of

sight, which of course my eyes followed. When my eyeballs came back to where they should have been, I was

too low, too fast and very late in executing a respectable round out.

There was however, a happy ending. I acted with the reactions that would have put an attacking Cobra to

shame and did a half decent landing. I’m just glad there was no one around to see it. Having taxied to the park-

ing area and shut down, my brother in law arrived asking ‘how long have you been here ? I struggled to find

the place’ ‘Er, not’ long I replied, with all the nonchalance I could muster.

So the moral(s) of the story are numerous I suppose, but for me they are:

1. Fight the urge to become distracted from the primary task of flying the aircraft.

2. When ‘going around’ is an option – take it !

3. Don’t try and avoid birds, whether they are in flight or on the ground, they are much better equipped at

avoiding us than we are of them.

And probably the most important message is: Learn from the mistakes of others because you won’t be around

long enough to make them all yourself.

Trev Jackson

Quote of the month: “The Green Belt is one of our partys’ greatest achievements and we are going to build on

it”   John Prescott MP


